Wizard Magic Show  *(Wizard School is in!)*

Ages: Kindergarten - 6th Grade

Do your kids enjoy the world of magic? Do they enjoy reading books about magical worlds like Harry Potter? Then we have the perfect show for you!

The Dean of Recruitment is visiting the muggle world looking for kids that might have a little wizard blood in them! Our wizard comes to your home, school or event and performs an interactive magic show that is 45 minutes of fun and mystery. The kids actually look like they are the ones responsible for the magic happening on stage! Not only that, but this exciting show encourages reading and promotes self-esteem among young audiences.

If you have a group of kids that love magic, fun and laughter, than this show is perfect. Do you have Questions about this amazing wizard show? We would love to talk with you about it. You can reach us at 214-886-4243. We look forward to sharing the magic with